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Already very soon, literally in a month, spring will come, and with her will come and the first spring
holiday will come
International Women's Day.Without completing a delicious Competition for the Day of Love, we
decided to start preparation for March 8.Surely many of you will somehow make gifts and surprises
for your loved ones and loved ones, so let's unite and we will need how to do together!
So, our campaign for the preparation for March 8 received the name of the magnificent eight.
Please note that this is not a competition, namely the promotion of joint creativity: in the next month
we will all together prepare man-made postcards, souvenirs and gifts for the female day.We invite all
creation you made to lay out in the overall gorgeous gallery.
To show yourself on others.?
And now
The most interesting.What is a magnificent eight?These types of needlework and creativity in which
congratulations will be made.Each technique will be offered a master class of one of the magnificent
eight of the masters, kindly agreed to take part in our promotion.All of them
Moms, bloggers and wonderful needlewomen who create beauty every day and inspiring others to
creativity.We are pleased that they will help us make a spring holiday truly unforgettable.
As a sponsor, the action is the company Fanina Postcard
The company, united people with rich experience in the field of design and printing, where invent
and create greeting envelopes, postcards, souvenirs
In short, all that is necessary for the best congratulations in the world.And here is our magnificent
eight:
1. Knitting
Natalia Sudbor, Blog {Design Mom}.

Meet closer >>
Master class published: Floral fantasies
Knitting flower crochet
2. Patchwork / Quilt
Tatyana Maksimenko, the Blog "Evening Sitting".
Meet closer >>
Master class published: tag in the technique of Patchwork: Master class Tatyana Maksimenko
3. Scrapbooking
Tatyana Breakfast, Blog Inspiration Fair.
Soon we will meet closer.?
Master class published: page in the technique of scrapbooking by March 8
4. Photo / Photocollages
Olga Morkchko, Blogs Serenkaja Design and Children's photographer Olga Gorkychko.
Meet closer >>
Master class published: Master class on creating cards-photocollage
5. Fabric crafts
Ekaterina Osipova, Blog "red-made needlework."
Meet closer >>
Master class published: crafts from the fabric: a master class for the manufacture of flower
suspension
6. Crafts from paper
Olga Gre, blog Decomir.
Meet closer >>

Master class published: Master class on paper crafts by March 8: Forest fairy
7. Art, drawing
Natalia Parotikova, Blog of Children.
Meet closer >>
Master class published: Spring cards for March 8 in Montotype techniques and decoupage on
watercolor
8. Sweet souvenir
Lisa Aerie, the blog world of my dreams.
Meet closer >>
Master class published: Sweet gift with your own hands: Trees for small women How to participate
in the promotion?
Prepare man-made postcards, souvenirs and gifts for March 8
Himself and with the help of master classes that will be published on our website during this
month.You can choose one of the techniques proposed by us, but it is completely optional.We do
not limit your imagination, because creativity is much more than eight faces.?
It will be great if children will be involved in your man-made activities.
Attacking your work first in my blog, mentioning that they participate in the festive action to Mom's
blogs with reference to this post.
And then add to our gallery
It you will see in the bottom of this post.To do this, you need to click on Add Your Link, insert a link
to the post in the URL field, in which your creation is located, fill in the Name and Email fields and
click Next Step.In the next window, select the picture you want and click the SELECT button.
Place a banner of the stock (button 8 :)) in my blog.
Button 8.
<a href = http:
//www.blogimam.com/2012/02/velikolepnaya-vosmerka-gotovimsya-k-8-marta-vmeste-na-blogi-mam

/ mce_href = http: //www.blogimam.com/2012/02 /
Vosmerka-Gotovimsya-Vosmerka-Gotovimsya-K-8-Marta-VMeste-Na-Blogi-Mam / target = _Blank
Title = Magnificent eight: Preparing for March 8 together on Mom blogs> <img src = http: //
www.blogimam.com / WP-CONTENT / UPLOADS.JPG MCE_SRC = http:
//www.blogimam.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/8marchbm.jpg> </a> everything else
The action will last from February 8 to March 8, 2012 inclusive (you can add work until 24:00
Moscow time).
At the end of the action between all participants, three prizes from the company Fanina Postcard will
be played.
In these gift sets you will find everything that the soul of the needlewoman can wish,
Ribbons, beads, braid, sewing supplies and even a book about creating jewelry.And, of course, sets
of postcards from our sponsor.Delivery
Worldwide.
Evgenia Artemieva (Blogs My Child and Blog Hand Maid from Artee) also prepared his master class
on crafts from felt, he will open our preparation for March 8.
Meet closer >>
Master class published: Brooch from felt do it yourself
Good creativity and spring youth!
How to attract to creativity (and maybe to prepare gifts for the holiday) of their kids, you can read in
the article Development of creative abilities of children: how to find an individual approach?
Many creative ideas for a gift Mom you will find in the article Gifts Mom on March 8 with your own
hands.
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